
All Aware
BRANDING AND LOGO DEVELOPMENT  

FOR A DTC SUBSIDIARY



Defining the Business



A direct to consumer (DTC) platform that allows Alarm.com to expand its addressable 
market, without competing with Dealer partners.

 + Does not directly compete with Alarm.com’s security partners because All Aware goes 
after the smaller dollars the partners aren’t concerned about/they do not currently serve

 + Focuses on rural living, mobile (RV), construction, boat, retail, real estate, equine

For the independent and mindful protector, All Aware is the first integrated & borderless 
awareness platform, backed by world-class technology. Intuitively extending visibility beyond  
the conventional four walls of a house and/or business. All Aware gives you the freedom  
to live your life knowing your most valuable assets are protected. 

 + Audience is the…

 + Everyday handyman/handywoman

 + DIYer

 + Your go to person for help 

Alarm.com involvement

 + Mention of affiliation = NONE (not hiding, but no promoting)

 + Provides the software and hardware to All Aware; as well as admin, marketing,  
and product support.

 + Avoiding alarm panel and central monitoring station integrations

 + There will be a re-skinned ADC app for All Aware and a new website with FLEX IO  
being the go-to-market product

What is  
All Aware?



Your home is more than a house.

It’s acres of property; it’s assets like work equipment; it’s leisure activities like boats; it’s animals in your barn.  
Security should be comprehensive and extend to more than the conventional four walls of a house.



Pre-CTV Involvement



Created by Glanyl17TM via 99designs contest 
(duration of 8 days and over 99 design submissions)



WHAT WE WERE SOLVING FOR
Movement away from the visual representation of “AA” and explicit environmental elements  
for better flexibility

 + This allows us to not visually limit ourselves (ex. road + two mountains)

 + Sets us up better for the inclusion of sub-brands that do not have “A” in the first word 
(ex. “Boat Aware”)

Emphasis on the overall feel and goal of All Aware as a business entity 

 + Moving towards shapes and lockups that speak to approachability, spontaneity, 
dynamism, and adaptivity

 + Moving away from rigid shapes with harsh points within the logomark and all caps  
in the logotype

Allows the logo and brand to live in a rugged, outdoor market while not compromising 
modernness and aesthetic

 + Further refining the color palette to create a stronger visual impact

Uniqueness in a mark that does not resemble easily found stock logo variations

 + When only spending a few minutes running a simple “AA Logo” Google search,  
some of the following results populated from stock sites:



The Process



Research
Moodboards, Pinterest 
inspiration, competitive 

analysis

Conceptualization  
via sketches

100+ hand drawn  
logomark sketches

CTV Sketch Review
Selecting 15+ sketches  

to explore digitally

CTV Vector Review
Selected 7 vectors to pitch 

to CTV Team

Refinement
Selected 5 concepts  

to further refine

CTV Review
3 concepts approved

CTV Review

Refinement
Finishing pre-pitch touches 
to logos, pitch deck creation

Stakeholder Pitch
Presenting findings 
to key stakeholders, 

providing pitch deck for 
further offline review

Stakeholder Review
Providing any necessary 

updates based on feedback

Stakeholder Review Asset Exports
Exporting all needed files 

and organization

Visual Identity  
System Build Out

Selecting fonts, additional 
branding elements, creating  
Corporate Brand Guidelines 

for the selected logo

Final Hand Off
Providing all necessary files 

to stakeholders

Refinement
Evaluating and 

incorporating any 
stakeholder feedback

Vectorization & 
concept development

Vector exploration of 
sketches in Illustrator, 

logotype research,  
iteration options

WE ARE HERE



Color  
Palette
Refining and expanding upon the original logo’s 
color palette. This combination of colors give 
the brand a unique visual position in the market 
amongst competitors. 

The color teal is defined as combining “the calming  
properties of blue with the renewal qualities  
of green.” It is a “revitalizing and rejuvenating color  
that also represents open communication and 
clarity of thought.” Which is a perfect tie back 
to the qualities of “defining the once undefined” 
that is the All Aware brand.

Teal and Deep Jade are the brand’s primary colors,  
with White, Light Slate, and Dark Gray used as  
secondary colors. A tertiary color palette will 
be developed for sub-brands/verticals that 
compliment the parent brand arrangement.

All of the following logo options use the color 
palette seen here.

TEAL
CMYK 84 24 51 4
RGB 0 142 135
HEX #008D86

DEEP JADE
CMYK 93 56 50 31
RGB 7 79 91
HEX #074F5B

WHITE
CMYK 0 0 0 0
RGB 255 255 255
HEX #FFFFFF

LIGHT SLATE
CMYK 16 6 8 0
RGB 211 223 226
HEX #D3DFE2

DARK GRAY
CMYK 0 0 0 80
RGB 88 89 91
HEX #58585B



Initial  
Sketches

General theme exploration: “a,” “aa,” “all,” logotype-only, eye, saturn, octopus, ring of protection



Initial  
Vectorizations



Initial  
Pitch Deck 
Concepts

OPTION 1  |  ABSTRACTED AA
A refresh of the previous competition-generated logo with aims to soften the  
overall look and feel with rounded corners of the logomark—which is an abstract  
representation of two “A’s”. By using a title case logotype, it feels friendly and 
open, while the thickness also provide a sense of stability.®

OPTION 2  |  RING OF PROTECTION
Separate but connected parts join together to form a ring of protection 
around the logotype. The mark and logotype are integrated to form a strong 
lockup that are dependent on one another.

®

OPTION 2  |  ABSTRACTED OCTOPUS
All Aware is similar to this highly intelligent, adaptable animal in that it sprawls  
to interact with many elements at once, but connects back to a central hub. 
The octopus can also be a chameleon of sorts and change colors to better fit 
in its surroundings, the same way All Aware products can morph to fit  
a variety of scenarios.

®



Winning Concept 
Overview

The circle shape represents an all-encompassing connectivity at a global level. No matter where 
you are in the world—or perhaps more importantly in this case, where your assets are in the world— 
All Aware always keeps you in the loop. The dots and lines that make up the implied circle are parts  
of a whole that come together to form a ring of protection. The goal of the logomark combined 
with the logotype is to create a strong yet approachable form.



HORIZONTAL LOCKUP
(PRIMARY)

STACKED LOCKUP
(SECONDARY)

All Aware Primary & Secondary Logos



All Aware Primary Logo Color Variations

White Logotype + Deep Jade Mark

White Logotype + Teal Mark All White Logo

All Black Logo



All Aware Secondary Logo Color Variations

White Logotype + Deep Jade Mark

White Logotype + Teal Mark All White Logo

All Black Logo



Horizontal Lockup (Primary) Sub-Brand Logos



Stacked Lockup (Secondary) Sub-Brand Logos



Tertiary Logo
Only to be used in spaces 200x200 px or smaller (ex. app store icon, site favicon, social media profile image, etc.)

ALL AWARE FARM AWARE BOAT AWARE CAMPER AWARE



Mockups for illustrative purposes only. 

UI Login/Splash ScreenFlex IO Device



iOS app icon  
on home screen

Facebook cover image

Facebook profile image

Mockups for illustrative purposes only. 



Mockups for illustrative purposes only. 

Browser favicon &  
website nav logo

PowerPoint cover slide


